Simulating target lesion for endoscopic submucosal dissection training in a live pig model

Endoscopic submucosal dissection (ESD) is an operator-dependent technique for performing en bloc resection of early digestive neoplasms [1]. A panel of experts from Europe reached a consensus that hands-on experience in a model of harvested pig stomach and in live pigs should be a major part of structured training [2]. In the previous training protocol, only a flat target lesion could be considered in the normal mucosa [3]. Then we developed a method of simulating target lesions in ex vivo systems [4], but this still cannot simulate a setting that provides the opportunity to respond to the potential complication of bleeding. This study aimed to evaluate the feasibility of using a simulated target lesion in the stomach of live pig for full ESD training. A pseudopolyp was created in the upper corpus of a pig stomach using a pneumatically activated esophageal variceal ligation device (MD-48709; Sumitomo Corp., Tokyo, Japan) (Fig. 1a, b). We were able to transect the pseudopolyp with snare cautery (ESG-100, cut 1, power level 100; Olympus Optical Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) (Fig. 1c), leaving a mucosal defect to simulate a depressed target (Fig. 1d). The ESD maneuvers were similar to the standard protocol in human beings. We first used a dual knife (KD-650Q; Olympus) to mark the periphery (Fig. 2a). The target was lifted by submucosal injection (Fig. 2b). The mucosa outside the markings was initially pre-cut with a dual knife (Fig. 2c) and then was incised circumferentially (Fig. 2d) and dissected using a second-generation insulated-tip knife (KD-610L; Olympus). A Coagrasper (FD-410LR; Olympus) was used when visible vessels or active bleeding were identified (Fig. 2e). The target lesion was then resected (Fig. 2f).

The most important advantage of the model is that it could enable full ESD training, from how to make proper markings to the delineation of safety margins and the proper management of bleeding.
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Fig. 2 A dual knife was used to mark the periphery, which was set to about 5 mm outside of the target (a). The target was lifted by submucosal injection (b). The mucosa outside the markings was initially pre-cut with a dual knife (c). The mucosa was incised circumferentially (d) using an insulated-tip knife. A Coagrasper was used when visible vessels or active bleeding were identified (e). The target lesion was then resected (f).
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